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The present invention relates to cutlery de
vices such as knives and razors, and in par
ticular to razors of the safety type, and aims to
provide an improved Safety razor construction

composed of parts which may be readily assemi
bled in Operative form, or as readily disassembled
into a convenient and very compact form, in

razor
head elements, and Figure 10 is a similar
view of one of the handle elements of Said mode
fled form of construction;

5

cluding one or more of the removable razor

blades.

Figure 11 is a perspective view illustrating still
another modified form of construction;
Figure 12 is a similar view showing one of the
handle elements of said modified form;
Figure 13 is a perspective view showing a still
further modified form of the device, with dotted
lines representing a different operative arrange

One primary object in view is to devise a con ()
struction which may be made up in several al
ment of the parts of the head; and
ternative forms having important improved char
Figure 14 is a longitudinal sectional view of the
acteristics in common-including a preferred
razor
head parts assembled as shown in Fig
form comprising a shaving head having a flexible
ure 13,

handle or holder adapted to yield in the use of

5

Referring now to the drawing in detail and
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more particularly to Figures 1 to 7 inclusive, ill
lustrating the preferred form of construction for
embodying the improvements, this form com
prises a razor head composed of blade clamping
and guard means consisting of a guard element
20 (Figure 5) and a clamping plate element 2
(Figure 4) for embracing opposite sides of a con
ventional form of double edge blade, 22 (Figure,
6). The opposite edges of the guard element 20
are formed with the perforated guard extensions

the razor in the shaving operation to fit or Con

form to the contour of the face and thus result

in an improved shaving action having an in

creased safety factor over various prior rigid

constructions that include no provision for auto

matic adjustment to the facial contours of the

Operator or Ser.
It is a further object of the invention to pro

vide a construction adapted to be made up and
used as either a safety type of razor in the usual
manner, or as a knife, scraper, or straight edge
type of razor without said guard feature, and

25

either with or without the use of a handle as

a part of the device.
With the foregoing general objects in view, the
invention will now be described with particular
reference to the accompanying drawing showing

30

forms of construction which have been devised

for embodying the several proposed improve

ments, after which those features and combina
tions believed to be novel and patentable will be
particularly set forth and claimed.
Referring now to Said drawing
Figure 1 is a perspective view illustrating one
form of construction embodying the present im
provements;
Figure 2 is a plan view of one of the flexible
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' Figure 8 is a perspective view illustrating an
other form of construction embodying the in
provements;

of inturned lugs or ears 33 provided on the cor
responding end of the guard element 20-while
the opposite or free end of the plate 2 is provided.
with a terminal finger portion 34 bent into loop
form for frictional clamping engagement with
corresponding free end of the guard element
The allined apertures 28 and 30 are of sufficient
length to permit relative sliding movement of the

elements 20 and 2 in the assembly of the parts
into the relation shown in Figure 7, for project
ing of the extension 32 through beneath said ears
or lugs 33, and simultaneously hooking of the

handle or holder elements of the constructicn;

Figure 3 is a plan view of the case element of
the handle or holder structure;
Figures 4 and 5 are perspective views of the
blade clamping and guard elements, respectively,
which comprise the razor head, and Figure 6
is a perspective view of the blade;
Figure 7 is a longitudinal sectional view of the
razor head parts in assembled relation;

26 for projecting in the usual guarding or pro
tective relation to the cutting edges of the blade
22, and also with positioning or guide ribs or
bosses 2 arranged in alinement for projecting
through correspondingly located apertures 28 in
the blade and alined slots 30 in the plate 2.
One end of said plate 2 is reduced in width and
forms an extension 32 to project beneath a pair

loop or finger portion 34 into its operative clamp

ing position.
50

The improvements further comprise flexible
handle means for attachment to the above de
Scribed clamping and guard means of the razor
head structure, which flexible handle construc
tion in the preferred form consists of a handle

element 38 of flexible resilient material having
Figure 9 is a perspective view of one of the 55 an angularly projecting tongue 40 adapted for
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removable engagement with the lugs 33 of the in corresponding ends of the blade clamping and
guard elements 20' and 2; while the other
element 20. This tongue 40 is Crimped along a tongue
52 is adapted to hook through register
transverse line 4 for bowing it slightly outward
openings 55 in said elements 20' and 2'
ly, so that it effects secure frictional engage ing
ment with the plate element 20 as it flattens (Figures 4 and 5) as well as through the usual
against the same when inserted beneath said . cut-out portion 22 in the blade 22 (see Figure 6),
lugs 33-as represented in Figure 1. The tongue. thus latehing the parts together as illustrated in
Figure 8. This modified form affords both the
Ois also preferably notched as indicated at 42,
advantages of an efficient flexible construction.
down to its crimp line 4, to lend sufficient opera
tive flexibility to said terminal portion of the and of the angular arrangement of the handle
tongue, as well as clearing the adjacent bOSS or portion of the device, as illustrated in Figure 1.
rib 27, in attaching or detaching the parts. This modification also provides a construction in
Similarly, the body portion of the element 38 is which all the parts, when disconnected, may be
made of skeleton form, by means of the longi
enclosed (along with extra blades) within the

tudinal opening 43, for affording the desired flex

ibility.

5 case. When not in use.

In the construction illustrated in Figures 11
and 12, the handle element 38' is provided with
tongues 53', both of which are designed to hook

-

The handle member 38 is adapted to be fitted
into a case 44 (see Figures 1 and 3) having the
channel side rails 45 which slidingly accommo
date the sides of the handle element 38, Which
atter in turn has one end of Spring bowed form
as indicated at 46 and provided with a boss 48
designed to snap into either of two openings
50 in said case 44, whereby the handle may be
latched either in entirely cased relation, within

said case, or in extended operative position as

20

handle element 38' having a spring action tend
ing to hold said tongues normally in the relation

illustrated in Figure 11, or in latching engage

25

It will thus be seen that this form of the

device, to automatically adjust itself to conform

to the facial contours of the user. Such a form
of construction renders the device to a high de
gree fool-proof in that the user is enabled to ap
ply just the right operative or shaving preSSre

with a minimum of likelihood of cutting the face
Moreover, the construction comprising the

alining or positioning ribs and slots inSures the
proper alinement of the cutting edges of the
blades, and secures the same effectively in this
correctly alined relation; and this is accom
plished by means of a very simple and Sanitary
construction which employs no rivets or threads
or other joints or complicated elements which
would be likely to trap dirt or other foreign
matter.
The construction is also such as to permit the

parts to be quickly and conveniently detached
and enclosed in the case 44 and latched therein
by the boss 48 of the handle member Snapping
into engagement with the lower opening 50 (in
Figure 3), as already indicated. Moreover, in

this assembly or enclosed relation of the parts,
the angular tongue 40 cooperates with the oppo
site closed end of the handle member to retain
all the disconnected parts within the case 44,

which may also include a suitable number of
extra or spare blades 22, if desired.
Various modified forms of the device are
shown in the remaining views of the drawing.
In Figures 8 and 10 the flexible handle member
is of spring bowed and skeleton form. 38' adapt
ed not only to fit the case 44 but also provide a
pair of terminal and oppositely directed tongues
52 and 53--the latter tongue 53 extending
through registering slots 54 (see Figures 8 and 9)

ment with the parts as shown.
In this construction also, said elements 20'

and 2' are both shown as provided with end
fingers or loops 34, similar in construction and

illustrated in Figure 1.

construction provides a safety razor With an an
gular handle member which is easy and flexible
and thereby adapted to yield, as indicated by the
dotted lines in Figure 1, to fit the face and en
able the user to manipulate the same With a
partly endwise, full-stroke or "barber" moVenent
in shaving-and with substantially equal pres
sure all along the blade. That is to say, the
flexible character of the handle is such as to
enable the blade, or the razor head part of the

through the registering openings 22 and 55 of

the blade and the elements 20' and 2’-said

function to the loop or finger 34 illustrated in
30
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Figures 1, 4 and 8.
It will be noted that in each of the illustrated
forms of construction described in the foregoing
feature the openings 55 are in the same relation

for handle-attaching purposes and the same fea
ture is also included in the modification illus

trated in Figures 13 and 14. This type of con

struction is somewhat similar to that shown in
Figures 11 and 12, but the guard member 20''' is
of wider form and its end finger or loop 34' is

40 also of corresponding length, While only one per

forated guard edge 26 is provided, the opposite
edge of the guard member being left plain, as
shown in Figure 13. This enables the guard

member to be provided with extra openings 55,

45

whereby the guard and the clamping element 2'

may be Secured, together with the handle struc

ture, in either the blade guarding position illus
trated by the full lines in Figure 13, or in the

position illustrated by the dotted lines in said

50

55

view, with the cutting edge of the blade simply
projecting out past the plain Straight edges of
both the blade clamping and the guard plates.
In this form also, the relationship of the guiding
and positioning ribs and slots is shown as re
Versed, the ribs 27' being provided on the plate
2', while the slots 30' are provided in the plate
member 20''.
It will therefore be seen that the form of the

device shown in Figures 13 and 14 may be em

60

ployed either as a safety or as a straight plain

65

may be dispensed with, if desired. Moreover, as

edge razor-or again, as a handy knife or Scraper
device. It may be pointed out that the clamping
and guard plates fit and hold together with
Sufficient Security, SO that the handle structure

the blade, when not in use, may be shifted and
retained in the intermediate position (for Shield

ing both its edges), this construction provides a

very simple and compact, flat device, adapted

70 to be carried as a complete device, including a

blade, in a minimum space, as in a West pocket

or bill-fold.

From the foregoing it will therefore be appar
ent that I have devised a practical, simple and

75

inexpensive, and yet highly advantageous and
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3. A razor construction comprising a blade and
a clamping element formed with a lined position
ing passages, a guard element having means for
removably securing the same to Said clamping
element with the blade between them and also
having projections cooperating with Said posi

efficient device for carrying out the various de

sired objects of my invention; that the parts
of the construction are of a character adapted

to be produced by moulding, stamping or other
economical process of manufacture, from various
suitable and inexpensive materials, including

satisfactory and thoroughly practical forms of

tioning passages for correctly alining the parts,
and a flexible handle removably connected With
One end of said elements in their assembled re

lation.

element adapted to embrace Opposite faces of

plastic materials; and while I have shown, and
described what I have found to represent entirely

construction for embodying the aforesaid im 10 lation.
4. A razor construction comprising a blade, a
provements, I desire to be understood as ex
guard element and a clamping element having
pressly reserving the right to all changes or
means for removably securing the same with the
modifications which may be fairly Construed as
between said elements, said blade and ele
falling within the scope of the appended claims. 5 blade
ments having positioning and alining means op
Having thus described my invention, what I
erative on relative longitudinal movement of
claim and desire to secure by Letters Patent is:
Said parts to correctly aline the same in proper
1. A razor construction comprising a blade and
operative relation, and a removable handle men
a clamping plate formed with allined longitudinal
ber having projecting hook terminals, said blade
positioning passages, and a guard element and
and elements also having spaced registering
means for holding the same and said clamping 20 openings
for engagement by said hook terminals
plate together with said blade between them,
and effecting detachable engagement of said han
said guard element having longitudinally alined
projections cooperating with said positioning pas
dle member.
5. A device of the character described con
sages on relative longitudinal movement of the
parts to secure the same in proper operative re 25 prising a blade, a clamping plate and a guard

2. A razor construction comprising a shaving
blade and a clamping plate formed with alined
positioning passages, and a guard element formed
with a hooked end portion for frictionally hold
ing the guard engaged with said clamping plate
with the blade between them, said guard element
having projections for cooperating with said po
sitioning passages to secure the parts together in
proper operative relation.

3)

said blade, said guard element having a Safety
or blade-edge protecting margin and also an
opposite plain margin, said clamping plate being

shiftable into cooperative relation with either of

said guard margins, and means for frictionally
holding said plate and guard element in either of
said cooperative relations.
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